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Abstract 
In this paper it is proved that he exponential generating function of the numbers, denoted by 
N(p, q), of irreducible coverings by edges of the vertices of complete bipartite graphs Kp.q equals 
exp(xe r + ye x - x - y - xy) - t. 
Let Kp,q be a complete bipartite graph. A set C of edges of Kp,q is a covering of 
the vertices of Kp,q if I JabEC {a, b} = V(Kp,~). This covering is said to be irreducible if, 
for any edge ab~ C, the set C\{ab} is not a covering of the graph, i.e., if any 
proper subset of C is not a covering. It is clear that a covering C of the vertex-set of 
bipartite graph is irreducible if and only if it does not contain three edges 
alb l ,a2bl ,a2b2 generating a path a l ,b l ,a2 ,b  2 of length three. Any irreducible 
covering of Kp.q consists of some vertex-disjoint s ars which contain at least two 
vertices each. The case when these stars may be reduced to a single vertex was 
considered by Farrell [1]. 
If we denote by N(p, q) the number of irreducible coverings by edges of the vertices 
of Kp.~, we have [2]: 
Lemma 1. The numbers N (p, q) satisfy the following recurrence formula: 
N(p ,q )= N(p - l ,q - r )+q p -1  N(p -s - l ,q - l )  
r=2 s=O S 
(1) 
and N(1,p) = N(p, 1) = 1 for any p >1 1. 
Table 1 computes these numbers up to p = q = 5 [2]. 
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Table 1 
q 
p 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 2 6 14 30 
3 1 6 15 48 165 
4 1 14 48 184 680 
5 1 30 165 680 2945 
Let 
N(p,q)xPy ~ xy  2 xEy .  xEy 2 
G(x, y) = p!q! - xy + --f- + ~-  + 2 
p,q=O 
xy 3 xay  xy 4 xgy x2y 3 xay  2 
+-V + y + ... 
be the exponential generating function of the numbers N(p, q). 
Theorem 1. The following equality holds: 
G (x, y) = exp (xC + ye x - x - y - xy) - 1. 
Proof. Let F(x,y) = 1 + G(x,y). Because N(p,0) = N(O,q) = 0 we can write (1) as 
follows: 
N(p+l ,q+l )=E(q+l )N(p ,q+l - r )+(q+l )  N(p-s,q).  (2) 
r=2 F s=0 
By standard techniques (see [3]) we obtain that: the exponential generating function of 
the numbers N(p + 1,q + 1) is t~2F/~xt~y; 
q+l  
r=2 F 
is C (c~F/c~y) + eYE - ~F/~y - F - y(~F/ay) since 
q+l  
E(q+l )N(p ,q+l - r )  
r=2 F 
q+l  
=E(q+l )N(p ,q+l - r ) - -N(p ,q+l ) - (q+l )N(p ,q )  
r=O r 
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and 
(q+r 1 )=(qr )+( rq l ) ;  
s=O 
is ye x (OF/Oy); 
s=O 
is eXF, respectively. 
Therefore (2) is translated into the partial differential equation: 
02F  0F 
(C+e y -  1)F+(yC+eY-y  - 1)~y. (3) 
OxOy 
By the substitution F = e f we get 
Of 0 f  0 f  02f  = e:' + e y - 1 + (yC + e y - y - 1) ~yy. (4) 
Oy + oxo--5 
If Of /Ox=yC+e r -y -1  then 02f /OxOy=e x+6' - I  and (4) is verified. It 
follows that f=  xe y + yC - xy -  x + C(y). Since F(O,O) --- 1 and OF/Oylx=o = 0 
we obtain that C(O)= 0 and C ' (y )=-1 ,  hence C(y)=-y ,  which implies that 
F(x, y) = exp(xe ~' + yC -xy  - x - y). [] 
Corollary 1. For every p, q >1 1 the following equality holds: 
min(p.q) 
N(p,q) - -  p!q! ~.~ 2 1 
k= 1 (al)(/i' i) O~I!'"O~P ! fll ! ' ' ' f lq!(k -- Z ~i -- ~ flj)! 
P 1 q 1 
.= ( ( i+ 1)!) ~' .= ((j + 1)!)flj 
where the second sum is over all solutions of P ~.i=1 i~i = p - k; Y.~=I JflJ = q - k; ei,  flj >1 0 
for 1 <<. i <~ p, 1 <~ j <~ q and y~f= x~ i + Z~:tf l j  ~< k. 
Proof. From Theorem 1 it follows that N(p,q)/p!q! is the coefficient of xPy q in the 
development 
exp xy + x ~. + y -1  
i=2 j=2 
= 1 + (i + 1)! + ' k=l i=1 ~=x(J ~1) !  
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By the multinomial formula 
1+.= (i+l)! +.= ( j+l)!  
k +2 ~2 +..-+p~pyfl~ + 2fl2 + ... + qfl, = y,(~,,~ . . . . .  ~ , f l~  . . . . .  f l~)x ~, 
/1"~ ~, /e 1 '~ , ( l '~a , . .  ( 1._._...~'~ a' 
x~)  " "~(p+l , , J  \2 , J  " \ (q+l , , J  ' 
where the sum is over ? + cq + ... + ~p + fll + "'" + flq = k and ~, = k - ~= 1 ~i - 
Y~=1 fl~ t>; ~ . . . .  , ~p, fll . . . . .  flq/> 0 and (4) follows. [] 
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